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A smooth unloading-reloading approach for the nonlinear finite element 
analysis of quasi-brittle materials 
W F Alnaas & A D Jefferson 
 
ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a new method for improving the robustness and convergence characteristics of 
a finite element damage model for quasi-brittle materials. In this method, a smooth unloading-
reloading function (SUR) is employed to compute an approximate tangent matrix in a Newton type 
solution procedure. A new method is also presented for predicting a converged value of the damage 
parameter. The performance of the new methods are assessed using a range of idealised quasi-
brittle specimens. Results show that the new SUR approaches are robust and result in considerable 
savings relative to solutions obtained with a secant unloading-reloading function. 
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Nomenclature 
ka  Constant used in computing Softening curve constants 
pa  Softening function constant 
ta  Softening function constant 
1c  Softening function constant  
0D  Elastic stiffness matrix 
tanD  Constitutive tangent matrix 
E  Young’s modulus 
cE  Young’s modulus of concrete 
sE  Young’s modulus of steel 
sf  Target softening function 
tf  Tensile strength 
Gf Fracture energy 
It Iteration number 
m  Softening function constant 
0r  Effective end of the softening curve  
effr  Effective damage evolution parameter  
kr  Damage evolution parameter at the peak of the uniaxial stress curve 
pr  Damage evolution  parameter 
ppr  Predictive damage evolution parameter   
tr  Effective damage strength parameter=    
r  Limiting damage evolution parameter ratio 
  Softening curve constant 
pr  Iterative change in damage evolution parameter 
  Strain tensor 
0  Strain at the effective end of softening curve 
t  Tensile strain measure 
η  Target softening curve constant 
kη  Normalised damage evolution parameter 
   Target softening curve constant 
  Poisson’s ratio 
  Stress tensor 
0  Effective stress 
k  Stress to which the SUR function is asymptotic 
p  Smooth unloading-loading function 
Ψd Tolerance value for displacement norm 
Ψf Tolerance value for out of balance force norm  
  Basic damage variable ( [0,1]∈ ) 
p  SUR damage parameter 
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pf  Damage parameter controlling linear part of the SUR function 
 
1. Introduction 
Micro-cracking is a feature of quasi-brittle (QB) materials loaded beyond their elastic limit and is the 
primary cause of stiffness and strength degradation in materials such as concrete and rock. 
Laboratory samples of quasi-brittle material frequently exhibit a post-peak softening response when 
loaded in tension or unconfined compression. This macro-scopic softening behaviour is sometimes 
referred to as material softening although it is recognised that this is a structural phenomenon, 
resulting from the micro-cracking, rather than a fundamental response of the material [1-4].  
Softening behaviour has presented researchers with two related computational challenges; namely, 
how to (i) obtain mesh-objective predictions and (ii) find minimum energy converged solutions in an 
efficient manner.  Mathematically, these issues are a consequence of the loss of ellipticity of the 
governing partial differential equations [5] , when a certain degree of damage is exceeded, and are 
characterised by the associated stiffness matrix becoming non-positive definite.   
The first of the above challenges can be dealt with, at least to first order accuracy, by using the 
crack-band model of Bažant and Oh [6]. More refined means of resolving the mesh-sensitivity 
problems include the use of integral [7, 8] and differential [9-12] non-local models.   However, 
resolving the mesh sensitivity issue does not resolve of all the stability and convergence issues 
associated with modelling QB materials. 
The nonlinear equations resulting from the finite element simulation of QB structures are frequently 
solved using incremental-iterative solution schemes based on Newton-Raphson (NR) algorithms [5, 
13]. It is the poor convergence properties of these solution schemes, when solving problems 
involving QB materials, which so frequently cause frustration to finite element analysts. It is this 
issue that provides the motivation for the work of this paper.   
Many approaches have been made to improve the efficiency of these NR procedures and to improve 
their robustness [5, 13-17]. These techniques include replacing standard Newton schemes with 
Quasi-Newton approaches[13, 14, 17] and accelerated NR methods, amongst which line-search 
algorithms are one of the most effective techniques [5, 13, 15, 16].   
When the global response of a structure softens and exhibits ‘snap-back’ behaviour, arc-length 
procedures can allow the complete equilibrium path to be traced [5, 13, 17-21]. The constraints 
provided by the arc-length methods can also help to improve the overall stability of a solution as 
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well as allowing solutions to be obtained when local snap-backs occur. Another approach for tracing 
global snap-back is Ladevese’s LATIN  method [22], which has undergone significant development in 
recent years [23, 24].    
None of the aforementioned algorithms are completely robust, nor do they fully resolve all the 
stability and convergence difficulties encountered when analysing QB structures. These on-going 
difficulties have undoubtedly been behind the development of solution algorithms that avoid 
multiple iterations.  These methods include the ‘implicit-explicit’ approach of Oliver et al [25, 26], in 
which a projected state variable (e.g. a damage parameter) is used to determine a predicted 
consistent tangent matrix that is exact for the current increment but for which a correction is made 
in the subsequent stress-recovery phase.  An alternative non-iterative method, called the 
‘Sequentially Linear Approach (SLA)’, was proposed by Rots [27]. This method uses a ‘saw-tooth’ 
function to replace the post-peak softening function. Rots and Invernizzi [28] and Rots et al [29] later 
improved the SLA to achieve mesh independent behaviour. The SLA has also been extended to allow 
the simulation of non-proportional loading [30, 31], as well as being applied to the analysis of 
concrete beams which fail in shear [32].  
The numerical robustness of implicit-explicit and SLA approaches cannot be questioned and their 
effectiveness at dealing with a certain class of problem has been demonstrated.  Despite the fact 
that there are considerable benefits to using these approaches, they can result in non-smooth 
responses, and would require further development before being able to cope well with constitutive 
models that include non-linear crack closure in combined shear and normal modes. Currently they 
are not compatible with non-linear plasticity models for other materials, which would be an issue for 
solving soil-structure problems.  
In seeking an alternative to the above approaches, we explored the convergence properties of an 
isotropic damage model, with a number of different unloading-reloading functions, when applied to 
the finite element analysis of a range of idealised QB fracture problems. In each case, the reference 
solution was obtained using a model with secant unloading-reloading behaviour. This study showed 
that enormous savings in computational time, with respect to this reference solution, are achievable 
by using a smooth nonlinear unloading-reloading function. The study led in turn to the development 
of a new algorithm for predicting damage states and thereby further accelerating solutions.    The 
new method, named the Smooth Unloading-Reloading (SUR) approach, is described in this paper 
along with the new predictive algorithm. The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: 
Section 2  provides a description of the isotropic damage model used for the study; 
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Section 3  presents the SUR and the target softening functions; 
Section 4  gives a new expression for predicting the converged value of a damage evolution 
parameter; 
Section 5  presents results from the analysis of a range of idealised fracture problems, to illustrate 
the performance and convergence characteristics of the SUR and predictive SUR 
approaches; 
Section 6  draws a number of conclusions from the study.   
 
2. Constitutive model 
In the present study, the SUR algorithm is employed with an isotropic damage model [33, 34]. This is 
based on the simplifying assumption that stiffness degradation is isotropic and the loss of material 
stiffness is characterised by a scalar damage variable ( ∈[0, 1]). The constitutive equation for the 
isotropic damage model is expressed as: 
 ( ) D 0 :1 −=  (1) 
where   and   are the stress and strain tensors respectively; 0D  donates the elastic stiffness of 
the undamaged material and the damage variable is a function of a damage evolution parameter
pr . 
The standard form of the constitutive equations for the isotropic damage model are summarised in 
Box 1, in which the effective stress D 00 := :   
Box 1: Summary of isotropic damage model algorithm [25, 33-35] 
( ) D 0 :1 −=  Constitutive equation 
kpktpeffp rrrrrr ≥== =0|  
+−+
= 000 D ::
1
effr  
 
Damage evolution parameter 
peffpeff rrr,rf −=)(  Damage function 
;fr;f;r pp 000 =≤≥   Damage function loading/unloading  
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where  effr  is a scalar measure of the current ‘effective’ stress, 
+
0  denotes the positive part of the 
effective stress tensor, which is defined as: 

=
+ ⊗=
3
1i
iii pp  00  (2) 
where i0  stands for the positive part of the ith principal effective stress i0 , ip  represents the 
ith stress eigenvector. Symbol ⊗denotes the tensor product, and symbol  x is the Macaulay 
bracket.  
Physically, pr  is a scalar measure of the largest effective stress ever reached in the history of the 
material up to the current state. The damage function )( peff r,rf is defined in terms of  effective 
stress space. The tangent constitutive operator tanD  changes for unloading (∀ peff rr < ) and 
reloading ( peff rr ≥∀ ) processes. 
In the standard form of the model, the damage parameter (ω) depends directly upon a softening 
function )r(f pss  according to the following relationship; 
( )
p
pss
p
r
)r(f
1r −=  (3) 
A standard exponential form for this softening function is as follows; 
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in which tf  is the tensile strength, Ε is Young’s modulus, c1=5, Ett f = , E⋅= tt r , E⋅= 00 r  
and ε0 is the strain at the effective end of the softening curve. 
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It should be noted that the above form of ssf is introduced only to provide a complete description of 
the standard model. This softening function is not used in the new model but is replaced by the 
target function sf  given in the next section of this paper. 
To avoid mesh dependent behaviour, ε0 is computed from the fracture energy parameter Gf and the 
element characteristic length lch using  Bazant and Oh’s crack-band approach [6]. The characteristic 
length is directionally dependent within an element and is calculated to be equal to the length of the 
longest straight line that could be drawn within a finite element in the direction of the major 
principal strain axis. 
3. Smooth unloading-reloading and target damage evolution functions 
The proposed SUR approach uses a target function )( ps rf and a smooth unloading-reloading 
function ), effpp r(r , as illustrated in figure 1. It may be seen that the SUR function has two parts; (i) 
when ppeff rar < , for which linear unloading-reloading with a slope )E(1 pf-  is assumed, and (ii) 
when ppeff rar ≥ , for which nonlinear unloading-reloading is a assumed, according to the function 
),( effpp rrσ .  
The SUR function depends on the damage evolution parameter ( pr ), which is updated for every 
iteration within each load/displacement increment from the value obtained at the last converged 
increment.  
 
Figure 1. Target and unloading-reloading damage evolution functions. 
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It should be noted that the unloading-reloading response shown in figure 1 more accurately 
represents the response measured in tests than does a function based on secant unloading-
reloading [36]. The true unloading-reloading response exhibits hysteresis behaviour that is not 
simulated here. Rather, the model employs a function that closely represents the real reloading 
curve. The authors acknowledge that this is a simplification but consider these hysteresis effects to 
be second-order in the simulation of most plain and reinforced concrete structures.        
The target function gives the equivalent uniaxial stress and depends on the damage evolution 
parameter pr , which in 1D, is directly proportional to the maximum strain experienced. The 
complete uniaxial curve, upon which the target curve is based, is given in equation (5).  
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where E⋅= tt r , ttt0 arr ⋅= , , t0 rrr =  and ktk arr ⋅= . 0  is the strain at the effective end of 
the of the target softening curve; 
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The expressions used to compute m, , and ta , along with their derivations, are given in Appendix 
A. Parameter ka  follows from the form of the SUR function and is given after equation (7). This 
means that m, , at, and ak are all dependent parameters, governed by the function’s boundary 
conditions (see Appendix A) and the form of the SUR function and its associated parameters. Whilst 
the pre-peak and post-peak parts of the target function are given in equation (5) for completeness, 
the proposed algorithm only employs sf  from the peak onwards, as explained later in this section. 
The SUR function is tangential to the secant curve with modulus [(1-ωpf)E], and is asymptotic to the 
stress  )( pk r in equation (7) and takes the form as: 
( ) ( )
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
a(11rr,r  (6) 
in which the constants  and pa , take default values of 0.70 and 0.75 respectively, although the 
effect on the numerical performance of the model of varying these parameters is explored in section 
5.5. These default values provide a reasonable representation of the reloading response measured in 
cyclic uniaxial fracture tests [36] and the values can be directly calibrated using data from such tests. 
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However, it is emphasised that the aim of the present work is directed towards improving the 
stability and robustness of solutions to fracture problems and not towards improving the accuracy of 
existing damage models. The value of the damage evolution parameter at the peak of the uniaxial 
stress curve is denoted kr . The initial value of pr is set to kr  (i.e. the value at the peak of the target 
softening function). 
σp depends upon the asymptotic stress function σk, which is defined as follows; 
( )





>∀⋅⋅
≤∀⋅⋅
=
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kpkks
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rra)r(f
rra)r(f
r  (7) 
 
noting that fs(rk)=ft  
The above expressions forσk are obtained by equating  p  from equation (6) to sf from equation 
(5), for a given value of rp i.e. the curve coincides at effr = pr .  
Using equation (7) in (6) and again considering the condition )( ps rf = pσ  at effr = pr , leads to the 
following expression for ka ; 
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The damage parameter that controls the linear part of the SUR function is computed as: 
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and the damage parameter for the SUR  function is given by: 
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In the above equations, it may be seen that the target function is used solely as a dependent 
function in σp, via equation (7), and, since the value of the function σp is fixed until rp exceeds rk, only 
the post-peak part of the fs function is actually used in the model.   
Overall, the introduction of the SUR function results in changes to two of the model equations 
presented in Box 1: these being the overall constitutive equation (10) and the expression for the 
tangent D matrix (11), as follows:   
( ) D 0 :r,r1 effpp )(−=  (10) 
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The overall stress-strain relationship (10) now depends on ωp, rather than ω, which in turn is 
governed by the value of SUR function σp. 
The new form of the matrix tanD  is evaluated using the SUR function and therefore is always 
positive definite. However, this means that tanD is not the exact tangent when there is loading with 
respect to the damage function. The implications of this are illustrated in the examples given in 
Section 5.   
4: Predictive function 
The one dimensional problem shown in figure 2 was used to provide a first indication of the 
convergence properties of the SUR approach.  This problem comprises a one-dimensional bar, fixed 
at one end and loaded by prescribed displacement at the other end. A prescribed displacement (ux) 
of 0.2 mm was applied evenly over 40 increments. The bar was divided into 3 linear elements of 
equal length, with the middle element being assigned a small amount of initial damage such that 
damage only occurred in this central element.   
The material properties used for the analysis were: Young’s modulus (E=20000 MPa), Poisson’s ratio 
(υ=0.2), tensile strength (ft=2.5 MPa) and the fracture energy (Gf= 0.1 N/mm). 
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Figure 2: 1-D bar subjected to 0.2 mm prescribed displacement. 
Figure 3 shows the number of iterations required to achieve convergence to a tolerance  of 10
-6
 , 
based on an L2 out of balance force norm (Ψf).  This shows that the ‘most difficult’ increment was 
number 3, i.e. the increment that required the greatest number of iterations to achieve 
convergence. 
 
Figure 3: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments. 
In figure 4, the iterative change in the damage evolution parameter ( pr ) is plotted against the 
iteration number in semi-log space. It can be seen from this graph that, after a certain point, pr  
exhibits a linear decay in semi-log space.   
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The observation that log( pr ) reaches a linear decay line led to the development of an algorithm for 
the prediction of pr , which was subsequently tested using the examples described in Section 5.  
Figure 4: Relationship between number of iterations at the most difficult step (step No. 3) and the 
differences between damage evolution parameters for 1D-bar. 
 
The predictive function is based on two main principles: 
1.  The relationship between the number of iterations (it) within an increment and the iterative 
change of the damage evolution parameter (
1-ititi ppp
rrr −= ) decays linearly in semi-log 
space, once stable convergence has been achieved, as shown in figure 5.  
 
2. When the slope of the it vs 	( pr ) curve starts decreasing (see figure 4), a trial 
prediction of the damage evolution parameter ( ppr ) can be computed using equation (14). 
Once the normalised difference between two consecutive predictions is less than 5%, pr is 
set to the most recently computed trial value, i.e. pr = ppr .  
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Figure 5: Relation between number of iterations and differences between damage evolution 
parameters within a time step. 
 
Based on figure (5), the following extrapolation can be obtained: 
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Equation (12) can be simplified to: 
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It follows that the predicted damage evolution parameter is; 
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The prediction is only considered when pr  is reducing and this means that b always  satisfies b < 0, 
and therefore 10
b∞
 =0. The predictive damage evolution parameter ppr  can now be written: 
i1-i
i
pp
2
p
itppp rr
r
rr
−
+=  (14) 
  
Box 2 summarises the steps involved in computing the pr prediction.  
Box 2: Predictive function algorithm 
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r                    if 
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                 if 
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=             if  5%  
r
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pppp ≤
−
+
+                         
Set pr   value to 1ippr + , if the second principal is satisfied   
 
The predictive algorithm has been derived from the response of a 1D three element example and 
relies on the iterative solution reaching a point at which the change in the damage evolution 
parameter exhibits the semi-log decay shown in figure 4 for all active damage zones. The point at 
which this semi-log decay occurs will be problem dependent and may be expected to be reached in 
fewer iterations in small 1D problems than in larger multi-element 2D and 3D cases.  This issue is 
explored in the next section of this paper which assesses the performance of the predictive 
algorithm for range of multi-element  1D and 2D problems.  
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5: Numerical examples 
Five numerical examples are used to illustrate the performance of the proposed SUR approach for 
the non-linear FE analysis of QB structures. The purpose of the study is not to examine the accuracy 
of the isotropic damage model and its ability to simulate the behaviour of QB materials in a FE 
context, which has been established elsewhere [33, 34], but rather to illustrate the convergence 
characteristics of the SUR approaches and illustrate their potential benefits. Therefore, the examples 
were chosen for their numerical characteristics and are not all based upon real experiments or 
structures.  
The first example considers the 1D bar problem described in section 4 (see figure 2). The second 
example is a 2D notched fracture specimen, loaded by prescribed displacement along its upper 
boundary, as shown in figure 9. The third example is based on the reinforced concrete prism tested 
by Elfgren and Noghabai [37]. The forth example is a 2D double notched specimen subject to mixed 
mode loading by prescribed displacement, as illustrated in figure 25 . The final example adopts the 
same configuration as used in example 2 but with larger dimensions (see figure 31). However, this 
example is only used to explore the effect of varying the two main parameters of SUR function on 
the convergence performance of the solution. The material parameters used for all examples are 
given in table 1. All 2D meshes comprised bilinear isoparametric elements. 
Examples 1 to 4 are considered with the following three approaches: 
• Secant method 
• SUR approach 
• Predictive-SUR approach 
Table 1: Concrete material properties and convergence tolerances 
Ex Ec (GPa) Es (GPa) υ ft (MPa) Gf (N/mm) Ψd (%) Ψf (%) 
5.1 20 - 0.20 2.5 0.10 0.1 & 0.0001 
 
0.1 & 0.0001 
 
5.2 20 - 0.20 2.5 0.10 0.10 & 0.0001  0.10 & 0.0001 
5.3 42 200 0.20 2.5 0.10 0.10 0.10 
5.4 20 - 0.20 2.5 0.10 0.10 0.10 
5.5 30 - 0.20 2.5 0.10 0.10 0.10 
 
In all examples, the loading was monotonic and consistent convergence parameters were used for 
all analyses within an example. Thus, the form of the unloading-reloading curve would not be 
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expected to affect the overall predicted response but only to affect the convergence characteristics. 
The former was indeed the case, as may be seen from the load-displacement responses given below.  
Convergence of the incremental-iterative solutions was based on the decay of both the L2 iterative 
displacement and out of balance force norms, i.e. the convergence of both of these norms was 
achieved for all steps of every solution. Two levels of convergence tolerance have been used in the 
examples:  the first being a tolerance of 0.1%, which is considered adequate for all practical 
analyses. The second tolerance of 0.0001% is used in the first two examples to explore the 
convergence characteristics beyond the first limit.  The latter was not used in all examples because, 
(i) the results show that there is no appreciable difference in the results from a solution with a 0.1% 
limit compared with those obtained using 0.0001% tolerance, and (ii) the very high number of 
iterations required by the reference ‘secant’ solution made full comparisons difficult to obtain for 
the later examples. 
In these examples, the solution characteristics are illustrated by showing the number of iterations 
required to achieve convergence for selected increments. In all cases, the increments chosen are 
those which required the most iterations to achieve convergence and are thus are termed ‘difficult 
increments’ 
  Example 5.1: One-Dimensional tensile test 
The 1D bar problem considered in this example was loaded to a prescribed displacement of 0.2mm 
in even increments. Two sets of analyses were undertaken, one in which the prescribed 
displacement was applied over 40 increments and the other in which 100 increments were used. In 
addition, both sets of analyses were carried out with 0.1% and 0.0001% convergence tolerances. 
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Figure 6: Displacement-stress relationship for the 1D bar with 40 and 100 increments. 
 
 
Figure 7: Displacement-stress relationship for the 1D bar using SUR approach with 10
-3
 and 10
-6
 
convergence tolerances.  
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The resulting stress-displacement responses from the two sets of analyses are shown in figure 6 and, 
as expected, the results from the various analyses are indistinguishable from each other. This is also 
the case for the results obtained using the different convergence tolerances of 10
-3
 and 10
-6
, as can 
be seen in figure 7.  
Figures 8,9,10 and 11 present the number of iterations required to achieve convergence at the most 
difficult steps.  In all sets of analyses, the SUR and predictive SUR approaches achieved converged 
solutions with far fewer iterations than the secant method.  
 
Figure 8: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments for 1D bar 
with 40 increments (convergence tolerance=10
-6
). 
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Figure 9: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments for 1D bar 
with 40 increments (convergence tolerance=10
-3
). 
 
 
Figure 10: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments for 1D bar 
with 100 increments (convergence tolerance=10
-6
). 
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Figure 11: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments for 1D bar 
with 100 increments (convergence tolerance=10
-3
). 
 
Example 5.2: Two-Dimensional plane stress specimen  
The idealised 2-D structure considered in this example is discretised with the coarse and fine meshes 
shown in figure 13. The analysis was undertaken using 2 different prescribed displacement 
increments, one using 50 steps and the other 100 steps. Also, two convergence tolerances 10
-3 
and 
10
-6
 were used for the analysis.  
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Figure 12: Dimension of the 2D notched plane stress example.  
Exaggerated deformed mesh plots are given in figure 14. The numerical load displacement responses 
from the analyses using the three approaches with Mesh1 and Mesh2 using 50 and 100 steps are 
shown in figures 15 and 16. Also, the stress-displacement responses for Mesh1 using the SUR 
approach for two convergence tolerances 10
-3
 and 10
-6
 are presented in figure 17 .In addition, a 
comparison between the number of iterations needed for the three solutions to converge at the 
most difficult steps can be seen in figures 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25. The increments requiring 
the most iterations are those associated with crack initiation and early crack propagation. These 
normally coincide with the peak and early post-peak sections of the overall response curve.    
                            Mesh1  Mesh2 
Figure 13: Finite Element Meshes.  
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Figure 14: Exaggerated deformed mesh plots at final increment for Mesh1 and Mesh2. 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Displacement-Stress relationship for 2D plane stress example with 50 steps. 
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Figure 16: Displacement-Stress relationship for 2D plane stress example with 100 steps. 
 
 
Figure 17: Displacement-Stress relationship for Mesh1 using SUR approach with convergence 
tolerances (10
-3
and 10
-6
). 
As in Example 1, the stress-displacement results obtained with both convergence tolerances (10
-3
 
and 10
-6 
) are indistinguishable from each other, as can be seen in figure 17.  
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As with example 1, the savings gained by using the SUR approaches are considerable, although in 
this case there is little difference between the basic SUR and the predictive-SUR solutions.  
 
 
Figure 18: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments for Mesh1 
with 50 increments (convergence tolerance=10
-3
). 
 
 
Figure 19: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments for Mesh1 
with 50 increments (convergence tolerance=10
-6
). 
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Figure 20: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments for Mesh2 
with 50 increments (convergence tolerance=10
-3
). 
 
 
Figure 21: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments for Mesh2 
with 50 increments (convergence tolerance=10
-6
). 
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Figure 22: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments for Mesh1 
with 100 increments (convergence tolerance=10
-3
). 
 
 
Figure 23: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments for Mesh1 
with 100 increments (convergence tolerance=10
-6
). 
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Figure 24: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments for Mesh2 
with 100 increments (convergence tolerance=10
-3
). 
 
 
Figure 25: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments for Mesh2 
with 100 increments (convergence tolerance=10
-6
). 
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Example 5.3: Reinforced Concrete Prism 
The RC specimen considered in this example was reinforced with a single central reinforcement bar, 
as illustrated in figure 26.  The analyses were carried out with 50 and 100 prescribed displacement 
increments to reach a displacement of 1mm at the load position. The finite element mesh, which 
represents ¼ of the specimen, is shown in figure 27. The exaggerated deformed mesh plot of the ¼ 
of the RC prism at the final increment (0.01 mm) is given in figure 28. Furthermore, figures 29 shows 
a contour plot of the damage parameter, also at the final increment.  
 
Figure 26: Dimension details for RC prism. 
 
 
Figure 27: Finite element mesh of RC prism. 
 
 
Figure 28: Exaggerated deformed mesh plot at final increment. 
1920 mm 
32mm Diameter high yield, high bond bar  
160 mm 
160 mm 
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Figure 29: Damage value contour plot at final displacement increment. 
Numerical stress-displacement responses from all of the analyses of this specimen are shown in 
figure 30, in which the average stress is that in the elastic reinforcing bar.  
 
Figure 30: Load-displacement responses of reinforced bar. 
The number of iterations required, for both the 50 and 100 step solutions, are presented in figures 
31 and 32 respectively. The efficiency of the SUR approaches, relative to the Secant approach, is 
again evident. The other main observation from these results is that, overall, the SUR-predictive 
solution uses fewest iterations. However, there are single increments for which the basic SUR 
solution uses fewer iterations than that predictive-SUR solution.  This matter is discussed in Section 
6. 
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Figure 31: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments of RC prism 
with 50 increments. 
 
 
Figure 32: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments of RC prism 
with 100 increments. 
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Example 5.4:  2-D double notched example 
Figure 33 shows the 2D double notched specimen used for this example. This is subjected to a 
combination of shear and tensile loading via prescribed vertical and horizontal displacements. The 
analyses were undertaken using 40 and 100 prescribed displacement increments. The exaggerated 
deformed mesh plot of the 2D specimen using 100 steps at the final displacement increment is 
depicted in figure 34. Also, contour plots of the damage parameter and principal stresses are shown 
in figures 34 and 35, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 33: dimensional details of double notched specimen  
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                                   a 
                               b 
Figure 34: (a) Exaggerated deformed mesh plot, (b) Damage indicator contour plot at last 
displacement increment.  
 
     
                          a                     
                              
 
                           b 
Figure 35: (a) Minimum principal stress contour plot, (b) Maximum principal stress contour plot, 
both at final displacement step.  
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The results in figure 36 give a displacement verses vertical stress graph for both the 40 and 100 step 
solutions. The vertical stress in these plots is the sum of the vertical forces (reactions) on the upper 
surface divided by the un-notched cross-sectional area (i.e. the area at the top of the specimen). We 
note that the average vertical stress becomes compressive in the latter stages of the analysis. This is 
consistent with the formation of a diagonal compression zone across the centre of the specimen 
(see figure 35).  
As with all other examples, the SUR solutions are far more efficient than the reference Secant 
solution, but it is also noted that in this example the predictive-SUR solution is noticeably more 
efficient than the standard SUR solution.  
 
 
Figure 36: Numerical displacement and vertical stress responses for 40 and 100 prescribed 
displacement increments. 
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Figure 37: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments (40 
increments). 
 
 
Figure 38: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments (100 
increments). 
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5.5: Two-Dimensional specimen  
The purpose of this example is to illustrate the effect of varying the SUR parameters on the 
nonlinear solution characteristics. Therefore, unlike all of the previous examples, only the standard 
SUR approach is used for the analyses. The cases considered are; Case 1 [ =0.75 and pa =0.70] and 
Case 2 [ =1.0 and pa =0.8]. 
The analyses were carried out using a total prescribed displacement of 0.2 mm, applied over 50 
steps.  
 
                                                       Figure 39: Dimensional details 
 
The stress-displacement responses for both cases are given in figure 40. The iteration history in 
figure 41 shows that the Case 1 solution, with the standard SUR parameters, uses far fewer 
iterations than the Case 2 solution. The better performance of the former is attributed to the fact 
that the Case 1 SUR curve has a much smaller gradient at the intersection with the target curve than 
does the Case 2 SUR curve. This means that the ‘tangent matrix’ used in the Case 1 solution was 
closer to the true (negative) tangent and therefore resulted in less drift from the target solution in 
each iteration than in the Case 2 solution.   
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Figure 40: Displacement-Stress relationship for varying the two main parameters of SUR function. 
 
 
 
Figure 41: Number of iterations to achieve convergence for the most difficult increments for Cases 1 
and 2. 
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6. General discussion 
The conclusion from this study, and from the experience gained by using the SUR algorithm for all of 
the analyses presented as well as for other unreported examples, is that the suggested default 
parameters of 0.75 and 0.70, for   and pa respectively, are suitable for a wide range of problems 
and provide the best overall balance between robustness and efficiency. These parameters may not 
result in the absolute minimum number of iterations in every case but they did always result in very 
substantial reductions in iteration numbers relative to the reference secant solutions. Overall, we 
found that both the standard and predictive SUR approaches were robust and never resulted in a 
breakdown of the nonlinear solution procedure.  
In all cases, the predictive SUR algorithm resulted in fewer overall iterations than the standard SUR 
method. However, in the reinforced concrete example (5.3) there are particular increments for 
which the predictive algorithm used more iterations than the standard SUR algorithm. This is most 
evident in steps which follow-on from a previous step in which the predictive algorithm gave a very 
significant reduction in iterations (e.g. see steps 6 and 7 in Figure 31). This occurred only in the 
reinforced concrete example in which the cracking was more distributed than in the plain concrete 
examples. It is believed that temporarily freezing pr  at a predicted value causes the evolution of 
some local damage to be spread over 2 or 3 steps, rather over a single step. However, an important 
observation is that no appreciable difference in overall response, damage pattern, or stresses and 
strains was discernible between the two solutions (i.e. standard SUR and predictive SUR), as judged 
from graphs and plots of these entities.  
It can be observed that examples 3 and 4 have more than one ‘difficult increment’ which differs 
from the other examples.  This can be attributed to the fact that the crack pattern evolves 
throughout analysis and is not established in one defined step, which is in contrast to the behaviour 
in the other three examples.    
A convergence tolerance of 0.1%, based on L2 norms of iterative displacements and out of balance 
forces, is sufficient for practical analyses. Using a tighter tolerance results in no appreciable change 
in results, as judged from damage patterns and response graphs. Using a tighter tolerance (e.g. 10
-6
) 
results in more iterations than obtained with the slacker tolerance (10
-3
), but the conclusion that the 
standard SUR and SUR predictive algorithms always use far fewer iterations than the reference 
secant solution remains unchanged.      
Solutions were attempted using a standard Newton solution with a consistent tangent matrix i.e. 
using a form of Dtan based on the negative tangent of the target curve. We found that frequent 
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numerical breakdown occurred when such solutions were attempted, which is in agreement with 
the findings reported in much of the literature reviewed in the opening section of this paper. 
7. Conclusion 
The proposed model is developed to work with an incremental iterative nonlinear FE solution 
scheme and thus it is compatible with other FE material models developed for this standard type of 
solution algorithm.   
The proposed SUR approach, which applies a smooth unloading-reloading function in a damage 
model and then uses this function as a basis for computing an approximate positive-definite finite 
element tangent matrix, is robust and results in considerable savings relative to a model that uses a 
secant unloading-reloading function. A new method for predicting the converged value of a damage 
evolution parameter, based on an extrapolation in semi-log space, is effective and results in 
significant savings in terms of the total number of iterations required for a complete solution. In all 
examples, the performance of this predictive-SUR approach equalled, or bettered that of, the 
standard SUR approach. 
The form of the SUR function greatly affects the convergence characteristics of the model, with 
functions that have small gradients at the intersection with the target softening curve performing 
best.  
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Appendix 
Appendix A: Target softening function 
It is recalled that the target softening function, neglecting the initial linear part of equation (5), is 
given by: 
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Constants m, , and ta  are computed such that the function satisfies the following conditions: 
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Noting that tt fa denotes the end of the linear portion of the stress-strain curve and that ta ∈[0, 1]. 
Equation (A2a) is automatically satisfied by the function form given in (A1). 
Differentiating equation (A1), and applying the condition (A2b) in the resulting expression, leads to: 
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 Applying condition (A2c) and using equation (A3) leads to: 
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Condition (A2d) may be used to derive the following equation: 
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k  may also be expressed as: 
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The SUR function (equation 6) should pass through the peak point of the target curve. This condition 
is used to choose the value of ka . If effr  is set to pr in (equation 6), sf is set to tf and kσ  to tk fa , 
then ka  is given by:    
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It is recalled that pa  is set to 0.70 and   set to 0.75. 
(A4) and (A6) are used to find m  and ta  respectively, but it is noted that these values vary with εr  
and thus with 0r . The numerical solution (using a Mathcad program) to equation (A4) to (A6) was 
used to derive the following approximate function form, which provides a close fit to the true value 
of m for a wide range of εr . The maximum error in m is under 7% for a range of εr from 20 to 600 
and such a difference in m produce a negligible change in the sf  function <0.1%. 
  
1.392
eapproximat r0.805m ⋅=  (A8) 
 
The numerical solution for m  also determined associated values of ta but, rather than also creating 
an approximate function for ta , it was found more convenient to use equation (A8) to compute m  
and then an initial value of ta = pa  is used to compute k  , after which this value is used in repeated 
direct substitutions of k  in equation (A4) to find at. It should be mentioned that 3 iterations gives < 
0.1% error. 
 
 
 
